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“I don’t have a choice …” 

Poseidon’s face was full of tears, as if his father had died. 

“Bang!” 

Emperor Jiang kicked Poseidon’s butt and said, ” “If you betray bro bei, you will die! Follow bro bei, and 

you’ll have a chance of survival!” 

“Argh …” 

Poseidon’s entire body was sent flying forward, falling directly into the dead Sea that was as thick as ink. 

will he drown? ” Chen Xiaobei was worried. 

don’t worry, bro bei, ” Di Jiang said calmly. this guy dares to call himself the sea god. He must have some 

special abilities in the water! Wouldn’t it be the biggest joke in the world if I were to drown?” 

“Pfft …” 

Sure enough, Poseidon quickly emerged from the water and shouted with excitement, ” “Master! 

Quickly come over and take a look! The scene under the water is unbelievable!” 

Chen Xiaobei and Di Jiang looked at each other. Their initial goal would not be wavered. 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei put the demonic Crow King into his ring of all beasts. 

This bird of prey could move unhindered in the sky, but it was extremely uncomfortable in the water, 

and would even be greatly restricted. It was better to keep it away to save time. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, Emperor Jiang’s Dharmakaya left his physical body, which made it easier to move 

underwater. 

To everyone’s surprise, Emperor Jiang’s practicing body was not in the form of a human, but in the form 

of an extremely rare ancient beast. 

It had four wings on its back, two arms, and four legs! 

Its entire body was red, and it had no face! 

This image was not too different from the description in the Classic of Mountains and Seas. Chen Xiaobei 

had some understanding of it, so he was not too surprised. 

Poseidon, on the other hand, was so frightened that he was screaming as if he had seen a ghost. 
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“Let’s go, we’ll go too!” 

Chen Xiaobei kept Di Jiang’s body into the Meru space and walked towards the endless Dead Sea. 

Chen Xiaobei had the water repellent bead that he had stolen from the little white Dragon’s Red 

envelope. After he entered the water, everything was normal. His actions and words were no different 

from those on land. 

Emperor Jiang’s Dharmakaya was in a half-spirit state, so he didn’t need to breathe and could almost 

ignore the resistance of water. 

And Poseidon did have extraordinary underwater skills. It was like the demon race’s fish breathing 

technique, allowing him to breathe freely. His primordial spirit ability allowed him to move freely, 

almost the same as the water repelling Pearl. 

Of course, in terms of cost-performance ratio, Poseidon’s primordial spirit ability was far inferior to the 

water repelling Pearl. 

This was because the water repelling Pearl did not require Chen Xiaobei to use any energy. However, if 

Poseidon wanted to remain undefeatable in the water, he would have to use a lot of mental power to 

maintain his primordial spirit ability. In fact, it would not last long. 

what’s that thing down there … Could it be a black hole? ” 

After entering the Dead Sea, Chen Xiaobei and Di Jiang looked at the bottom of the sea. 

He saw a Whirlpool that was darker than ink slowly spinning at the bottom of the sea. It looked like an 

ancient black hole sleeping in the dark Universe. 

According to Einstein’s theory of relativity, when a star collapsed, it would gather into a single point and 

turn into a black hole with infinite density, infinite space-time curvature, infinite volume, and infinite 

heat. 

The most terrifying thing about a black hole was that it could devour all light and any matter in the 

universe. 

It was obvious that in the endless Dead Sea, the water, sky, and clouds were all pitch black. It was as if 

all light had been devoured and everything had lost its color. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had the water repellent bead. Even in the dark deep sea, he could still see clearly. 

Without the water repellent bead, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to see his own fingers and would not 

be able to move. 

Poseidon also relied on his primordial spirit power to see his surroundings. 

As for Emperor Jiang, he could only see him clearly with the help of the primordial spirit domain, the 

mysterious secret skill of the Wu tribe, and a method similar to the ‘heavenly eye’. 

“This isn’t a black hole …” 



Emperor Jiang said in a deep voice,”a real black hole has the power to destroy a planet. It’s comparable 

to a high-tier heaven immortal!” With our cultivation, we’ll be devoured in an instant!” 

“Yes, it’s not a black hole …” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei nodded. if it’s a real black hole, it wouldn’t just swallow light and not other 

matter! 

“If it’s not a black hole, what is it?” Poseidon was nervous. He looked at the dark vortex as if he was 

looking at a bloodthirsty beast that would eat people up. 

“If I’m not wrong, that’s a seal set up by an ancient true immortal!” 

Emperor Jiang recalled for a moment and said,”I inspected the surroundings earlier. There are a total of 

8100 islands surrounding the endless Dead Sea!” Every nine islands will form a small array. The 900 

small arrays will form a ring and finally form a complete giant seal array!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very smart and immediately understood, ” “According to what you’ve said, entering 

the region of the endless Dead Sea is equivalent to entering the sealing formation! In here, not even 

light can escape, so anyone who steps in can’t go out!” 

“That’s right!” Emperor Jiang nodded to show his affirmation. 

“Oh my …” 

Poseidon howled,”I haven’t lived enough … I don’t want to spend the rest of my life in this damn place … 

Break the formation!” We must find a way to break the formation!” 

“Shut up!” 

what?! Chen Xiaobei said, ” you need your brain and strength to break the formation, not your 

nonsense! You’d better make some contributions. Otherwise, you’ll be of no value to me! Do you 

understand?” 

hiss … Poseidon took a deep breath. Like a frightened chick, he quickly shrank his neck and did not dare 

to breathe. 

Emperor Jiang, let’s go down and take a look at that Whirlpool! Chen Xiaobei charged down. 

“Alright!” Emperor Jiang followed closely behind. 

Poseidon trembled and quickly gave chase. 

He did not want to lose the protection of Chen Xiaobei and Di Jiang. 

“Zhen Yuan immortal and Tai Yi have both mentioned the seals and restrictions in the endless Dead Sea. 

The Grand deity Zhen Yuan even said clearly that even the Tribulation of the demonic Dragon couldn’t 

break the seal here.” 

When he was less than a hundred meters away from the dark vortex, Chen Xiaobei stopped and floated 

in the water to observe it. it’s because the Tribulation of the demonic Dragon can’t be broken that this 

place has become a forbidden zone of death in the earth-god Realm. No one dares to set foot in it! 



Emperor Jiang, who was also observing carefully, said in a deep voice, ” “If I can’t use brute force to 

break it, I can only use my brain and force!” 

“Why don’t I ask Rahu and Taiyi to come out and see if they have any ideas?” Chen Xiaobei was ready to 

call for reinforcements. 

“No!” 

no! Emperor Jiang shook his head decisively and said, ” if they can break this seal, I can do it too! 

Obviously, Emperor Jiang had the pride of being the leader of the ancestors of Sorcery! 

Even if his opponents were ancestor of devil Luo Yi and Eastern Emperor Taiyi, Emperor Jiang would not 

admit defeat easily! 
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Obviously, in the Second Great War between the Sorcerer and demon tribes, the Wu tribe led by 

Emperor Jiang and the demon tribe led by Taiyi were mortal enemies. 

Even though they were now 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei and would not fight to the death with each 

other. 

But in their hearts, they couldn’t help but compete with each other. 

In the past, even though East Emperor Taiyi fought the eight ancestors of sorcery alone, he mainly relied 

on the bell of chaos. 

Without the help of the bell of chaos, an innate sacred level Supreme treasure, Taiyi would not have 

been able to suppress the eight ancestors of Sorcery! 

Emperor Jiang even dared to fight Taiyi alone without all his magic weapons. 

However, in history, most people believed that Taiyi’s strength was far superior to the twelve ancestors 

of sorcery. 

This made Emperor Jiang very unconvinced and he wanted to prove himself very much. 

Especially in front of Chen Xiaobei, Di Jiang was eager to prove that he was not any weaker than Taiyi. 

And this moment was the best chance to prove it! 

“Okay, then I’ll leave this place to you. I can also go back to the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd and 

cultivate one more time to reach the peak of the soul transformation stage!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very understanding and agreed to Di Jiang’s request. 

By doing this, he could protect Emperor Jiang’s self-esteem, and as long as he could prove himself, the 

knot in his heart would be untied! With a clear Dao heart, his future immortal cultivation path would be 

smoother! 
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Chen Xiaobei had thought about all of this very carefully. He even found a reason to cultivate so that Di 

Jiang would have a way out and more time to study the seal and find a way to break it. 

Chen Xiaobei returned to the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

Meanwhile, Emperor Jiang started to observe the dark Whirlpool carefully. 

Because he was only at the peak of the earth immortal realm, he couldn’t use many of his abilities. 

If he wanted to break the seal in front of him, he would have to spend some effort. 

…… 

This wave of cultivators was Tenshou burning his life to activate the sunlight cache. 

The whole process lasted for about 139 hours, which was close to 8334 minutes. 

With the sunlight cache’s special ability, it would be 8334 days, 200000 hours. 

His combat power would increase by 150 points every hour. With the addition of the level-nine heavenly 

Dao cultivation Halo, his combat power would increase by a total of 300 million points! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei’s breakthrough had extended his lifespan by 200000 years. 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation base: peak stage of soul transformation] 674210 years, physique: 150 million, 

combat power: 1.1 billion, primordial spirit attack-sacred! 

“It feels so good …” 

Chen Xiaobei slowly woke up from his meditative state and exhaled a long breath of white air. 

“With the support of the heavenly Dao Halo, my battle prowess and lifespan have both increased 

significantly! I’ll be able to break through to the six-star earth-god Realm when I encounter another 

opportunity! I’m one step closer to the heavenly Tribulation of Ascension!” 

however, the higher the cultivation, the more spiritual energy is consumed. This time, one hour of 

cultivation consumed 130000 high-grade spiritual energy, which is close to 18.1 billion high-grade 

spiritual energy! 

and each piece of inferior-grade spiritual Jade is equivalent to 100 million superior-grade spiritual 

stones. After this cultivation, I’m only left with 285 pieces of inferior-grade spiritual Jade. It’s being used 

up too quickly! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had just earned two large sums of spiritual stones, his expenses were still 

huge. If he did not find a way to earn more spiritual stones, he would not be able to last long with the 

wealth he had. 

Of course, the plan to earn spiritual stones could only be carried out later. 

It had been six days since he started his cultivation. Chen Xiaobei had to leave the verdant Emperor’s 

divine gourd and check out the situation outside. 

“Whoosh …” 



Chen Xiaobei flew out of the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd and returned to the endless Dead Sea. 

Poseidon was the only one who was waiting for Chen Xiaobei with the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd in 

his hand. Emperor River had already disappeared. 

“Where are the people of dijiang?” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and asked. 

Poseidon swallowed his saliva and said nervously, ” Mr. Dijiang has rushed into this dark Whirlpool … 

“What? He charged into the vortex?” Chen Xiaobei quickly asked, ” “When did you go? Did he come out 

halfway?” 

five days ago, not long after you left, master, Mr. Dijiang discovered that there was another mystery in 

this dark vortex … 

Mr. Dijiang concluded that it was the key to breaking the seal, ” Poseidon said, embarrassed. so he 

asked me to stay and wait for you. He rushed into the vortex alone. And then … He never came out 

again. 

“Shit …” 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but worry, ” “Emperor Jiang is too eager to prove himself, so it’s inevitable 

to take risks and risk his life! I really shouldn’t have let him stay here alone!” 

Obviously, although Emperor Jiang had a world-shaking past life, his current cultivation was only at the 

peak earth immortal realm. 

Not to mention that this strange seal couldn’t even be broken by the Tribulation of the demonic Dragon, 

even if it was just an ordinary heaven immortal level danger, Emperor Jiang might not be able to resist it. 

The result of the risk was very likely to be death. 

“Go! Let’s go in too!” 

Chen Xiaobei put away the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd and charged toward the dark vortex. 

Without a doubt, Emperor River meant a lot to Chen Xiaobei. If he lost Emperor River, Chen Xiaobei 

would suffer a huge loss. 

“Chi …” 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei was already in the middle of the vortex. 

“Are people nowadays so reckless? Seeking death without even thinking …” 

Tears rolled down Poseidon’s face. 

In Poseidon’s eyes, Di Jiang and Chen Xiaobei’s actions were simply courting death. 

However, Poseidon had been hit by the demonic God’s curse, and his life was in Chen Xiaobei’s hands. If 

he did not follow Poseidon, Chen Xiaobei would not let him go. 

Poseidon had no choice but to follow. 



No one would have thought that there would be a huge independent space inside this dark space. 

At the entrance, there were all kinds of densely packed white bones, even piling up to form a mountain 

of white bones! It was a shocking sight! 

It was obvious that these white bones were the remains of the dead that were sucked in by the dark 

Whirlpool after they had lost their lives in the endless Dead Sea. 

Among the dead, there were humans, birds, fish, demons, and even huge Dragons and whales. 

Roughly estimating, the number of lives that had died here was probably no less than a trillion! 

The endless Dead Sea indeed lived up to its name! 

“BOOM! Boom boom boom …” 

At the same time, in the far end of the space, a series of loud sounds suddenly burst out, accompanied 

by extremely dazzling Dharma spiritual light. 

“It’s Emperor River! He’s fighting an enemy!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed and he was about to rush over. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

However, at this moment, countless dark red ghostly figures rushed out of the mountain of white bones 

under their feet like tens of thousands of arrows! 
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“Oh my God … There are so many evil ghosts …” 

Poseidon suddenly trembled in fear. 

The dark red ghostly figures were huge in number. They sneaked out from the gaps between the bones 

and surrounded Chen Xiaobei and Poseidon in the blink of an eye. 

Moreover, in addition to their large number, these evil spirits looked very strange and were not ordinary 

evil spirits. 

It had bull-like horns on its head, its eyes were like blood-red fireballs, its fangs were like knives and 

swords, and there was a demonic blood-red bone spur on its chin. 

It had a strong body, rock-like muscles, and the claws on its hands were even sharper than wild beasts. 

“These … These are all evil ghosts from the evil bone demons! Why were there so many of them? It 

shouldn’t be …” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei had also eaten a big piece of food. His pupils were shrinking and his 

scalp was numb. 
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These evil spirits all had the characteristics of the evil bone demons, and Chen Xiaobei could recognize 

them with one look. 

But Chen Xiaobei did not expect that there were nearly three million evil bone ghosts here! 

Chen Xiaobei had only seen 10000 evil bone ghosts in the spirit congealing divine abode. He had killed 

one, so only 9999 of them had entered the endless Dead Sea. 

No matter how hard Chen Xiaobei racked his brain, he could not figure out what was going on. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

While Chen Xiaobei was still in a daze, the three million evil bone ghosts around him had already started 

to move. 

They seemed to know that Chen Xiaobei and Poseidon were much stronger than them. 

Therefore, they did not rush to attack. Instead, they quickly formed a large battle formation in a special 

position. 

“Is … Is this still an evil ghost?” 

Poseidon was dumbfounded. aren’t evil spirits supposed to be stupid creatures that have lost their 

hearts and wisdom and only know how to kill? How did they know how to form a battle formation? With 

so many evil ghosts, their cultivation is not weak. The power of the battle formation can probably reach 

the level of a heaven immortal!” 

“Shut up!” 

Chen Xiaobei activated his golden gaze fiery eyes and scanned his surroundings. the reason why the evil 

ghosts formed a formation is obviously because someone is controlling them in the dark! 

“You’re pretty smart!” 

At this time, a figure flew up from five different directions. 

They were five old men with white hair and beards. They were wearing long robes of five colors: gold, 

green, orchid, red, and yellow. They clearly represented the five elements of gold, wood, water, fire, and 

earth. 

The strange thing was that these five old men all had serious hunchbacks and each of them was holding 

a turtle shell in their hands. 

The five turtle shells were only the size of a palm, and they were of the five elements of gold, wood, 

water, fire, and earth. 

they are the ones controlling the three million evil bone ghosts! 

Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel the strong spiritual fluctuations coming from the five turtle shells. 

The five turtle shells seemed to have a mysterious spiritual connection with the three million evil bone 

ghosts. 



As such, the spirit of the turtle shell was able to control all the evil bone ghosts. 

“Why is it like this …” 

why can Mr. Dijiang go further? ” Poseidon was almost in tears. but we’re in the center of this terrifying 

battle formation … 

“Because you two are too weak!” 

An old man in a golden robe flew in front and said with a sinister smile, ” “Only a peak earth level deity is 

qualified to be a tribute to the ancestor! Weaklings like the two of you are only fit to be the side dishes 

that go with the wine for the five of us!” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

These five old men all had white hair, hunchbacks, and thin bodies. They all looked like dying candles in 

their twilight years. 

There was actually an old ancestor above them! 

Chen Xiaobei could not imagine how old that person must have been. 

“Tribute? A dish to go with wine?” 

On the other hand, Poseidon was not in the mood to be surprised, because he was already frightened. 

“You … You mean, you want to eat human flesh?” 

Old man mu, who was dressed in a green robe, licked his lips and smiled greedily. “Don’t make a fuss, 

we are Yao! Let alone human meat, as long as we’re sucked into this place, no matter what kind of meat 

it is, we’ll eat it!” 

Old Huo, who was dressed in a red robe, swallowed his saliva and said with an intoxicated expression, ” 

“Hehe! We not only eat meat! It ate dharmakayas! Eat the nascent soul! Now that I think about it, it’s 

been hundreds of millions of years since I’ve eaten a human nascent soul … That taste is killing me!” 

“What? You can even eat dharmakayas and nascent souls?” Hearing this, Poseidon almost peed his 

pants. 

It should be known that the death of the physical body was not scary. As long as the immortal cultivator 

could retain his Yuanying, he was still considered alive. 

Even if his nascent soul was destroyed, it would not be the worst outcome! As long as they could keep 

the yin soul, they could enter the land and be reincarnated. 

However, these five old men not only wanted to eat the physical body, but also the Dharmakaya and the 

nascent soul. 

Once a Yuanying was eaten, the soul was destined to be gone. 

Losing one’s soul was the same as disappearing from the three worlds and six paths! Not to mention 

reincarnating, he wouldn’t even be able to leave any traces. 

This was the ultimate death, and the most terrifying and saddest ending! 



“Don’t … Don’t eat me … Master! Master, you must stop them …” 

Poseidon was so scared that he was trembling. The sea god of the pantheon was like a child who had 

not grown up. He was hiding behind Chen Xiaobei and was on the verge of tears. 

“Stop us? Ha, stop dreaming!” 

The blue-robed old Shui was extremely arrogant and overbearing, and his face was filled with a sinister 

smile. our Avalon of five elements battle formation has been formed, and the power of a heaven 

immortal can come down at any time. Even if you have a heaven immortal artifact, you won’t be able to 

use it in time! 

It was obvious that old Shui wasn’t exaggerating. 

The mountain of white bones under his feet was piled with the bones of billions of creatures. Some of 

them had been sucked into the vortex after they died, but a large portion of them had come in alive. 

The living creatures had all died at the entrance of the vortex. 

From this, it could be seen that the five old men’s Avalon of five elements battle formation was 

extremely powerful. 

The main point was that the five of them were extremely sinister. They had the evil spirits hide among 

the corpses and had arranged the positions of all the evil spirits in advance. Once a living creature 

entered, the battle formation could be formed at any time! 

This was equivalent to a fatal trap that they had set up in advance! 

Anyone who entered would be instantly surrounded by the battle formation. Whether they lived or 

died, it was all in their hands! 

“I’m finished …” 

Endless despair filled Poseidon’s eyes, and he even collapsed to the ground. we’re completely doomed 

this time … Even if master has a heaven immortal artifact, he won’t be able to use it in time … 

“Good-for-nothing! Can’t you be a little more promising? I feel ashamed to be your master!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. Instead, he said in disdain, ” I can easily break this lousy battle 

formation without using a heaven immortal artifact! 
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“What? You can break the formation without a heaven immortal artifact? Do you think we’re stupid?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s casual words were like a bomb that exploded in the five old men’s minds. They were so 

angry that they wanted to beat Chen Xiaobei up! 

Even Poseidon showed a look of disgust and said in a sad voice, ” “Master … You’re still in the mood to 

joke at a time like this? If you have the strength, why don’t we kneel down and beg for mercy …” 
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“Good-for-nothing!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes turned cold, and a terrifying aura burst out from his deep eyes. “Shut your stinky 

mouth! Otherwise, I’ll make sure you can’t speak again.” 

“Hiss …” 

Poseidon took a deep breath. Chen Xiaobei’s aura was like an ice blade, piercing his heart and freezing 

it. He could not even breathe. 

Although Poseidon was four levels higher than Chen Xiaobei, his state of mind could not be compared to 

Chen Xiaobei’s. 

Poseidon was completely stunned by Chen Xiaobei’s gaze. 

Poseidon did not doubt a single word that Chen Xiaobei had said. He was certain that if he said another 

word, he would die in Chen Xiaobei’s hands! 

Furthermore, it would definitely be even more miserable and painful than dying at the hands of those 

five old men! 

Poseidon’s heart was filled with fear for Chen Xiaobei. 

At this moment, even if someone had a knife to Poseidon’s neck, he would not dare to speak. 

She did not even dare to ask Chen Xiaobei to kneel and beg for mercy. 

Chen Xiaobei was angry because Poseidon had no backbone and no sense of loyalty! 

In order to survive, Poseidon knelt down to the enemy and begged for mercy. He didn’t even care about 

Emperor Jiang’s safety! 

Chen Xiaobei had always valued family and friends, and he was willing to give up his life for them. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei looked down on people like Poseidon. 

If it were not for the fact that they were facing a powerful enemy, Chen Xiaobei might have killed 

Poseidon with one strike. 

“Brat, you’re already at death’s door, why are you still pretending to have a backbone?” 

“Your follower is a smart man,” old man Jin sneered.”If you kneel and beg for mercy, you can live a little 

longer!” Otherwise, no matter how much backbone you have, our Avalon of five elements battle 

formation will crush all your bones into pieces!” 

After he said that, the other four old men all laughed with confidence. 

It was obvious that they had their eyes on Chen Xiaobei and did not believe that he could still fight back. 

“Since you’re so confident, how about we make a bet?” 

Chen Xiaobei was using their confidence to come up with a way to break out of this situation. He even 

provoked them into falling into his trap, ” “Of course, if you don’t dare to bet, then just say it. After all, I 

don’t want to be labeled as someone who bullies the old and weak.” 



“F * ck! Who are you calling old, weak, sick, and disabled?” 

Old Huo’s temper was rather explosive. He shouted angrily on the spot, ” “You say it! How do you want 

to bet! I’ll accompany you to the end! Whoever’s a coward is a grandson!” 

Chen Xiaobei turned to the other four old men and said, ” “How is it? Do you guys have the guts to bet 

with me?” 

“Fine, let’s bet. Do you think you can escape from us?” old man Jin narrowed his eyes and sneered. 

“Bet! Of course we’re betting!” 

The other old men all looked interested. “It’s been hundreds of millions of years since we’ve seen a 

living person. We’re bored to death!” 

It was obvious that these five old men had been in this independent space for a very long time. 

Ever since the endless Dead Sea was recognized as one of the seven forbidden areas in the earth 

immortal realm, almost no living beings dared to step into it. 

Occasionally, some corpses or severely injured nascent soul remnant souls would float over and become 

food for the five old men. Other than that, there was no living thing that interacted with them. 

Thinking about it, it was really quite boring and lonely. 

Just like that, the five old men all agreed to Chen Xiaobei’s bet. They had completely jumped into the pit 

that Chen Xiaobei had dug for them. 

“Since you’ve all agreed, I’ll tell you the rules!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “Let’s bet on whether I can break your Avalon of five 

elements battle formation without using my heaven-immortal artifact!” 

“You brat, did you not bring your brain with you?” 

“If you don’t use a heaven-immortal instrument, how are you going to break a heaven-immortal level 

formation?” old Shui said disdainfully. Do you think you’re a true immortal of the heaven realm? If you 

can succeed, I’m willing to agree to any of your conditions!” 

damn it! old Huo had a bad temper. if you really can break the formation without using a heaven-

immortal artifact, I’ll cut my head off and let you kick it around like a ball! 

you don’t have to use a heaven-immortal artifact to break the array. We’ll even lose our lives to you! 

The other three old men were also disdainful. They did not believe that Chen Xiaobei could do it. 

At the same time, although Poseidon did not dare to say a word, his eyes were full of despair and 

sadness. 

It was clear that even this coward did not believe that Chen Xiaobei could do it. 

“If that’s the case, let’s start!” Chen Xiaobei laughed, ready to start his performance. 

“Wait! What if you lose?” Old man Huo asked in a Huff. 



“That’s easy!” 

Chen Xiaobei said nonchalantly, ” “If I lose, I’ll kneel down and kowtow to you until you’re satisfied!” 

“Then, I will use my Dharmakaya to cut my body into eight pieces! Steam, stir-fry, salt, roast, I’ll make a 

table full of good dishes for you! Finally, I’ll offer my Dharmakaya and nascent soul to make dessert for 

you!” 

When he said that, the five old men beamed with joy and were extremely excited. They all felt that such 

a bet was very interesting and worth it. 

Poseidon’s pupils shrank and his scalp went numb. He thought that Chen Xiaobei had gone crazy. How 

could he be more ruthless to himself than to his enemies? 

However, they had all overlooked one problem. 

The more brutal and exaggerated the bet was, the more it proved that Chen Xiaobei was confident in 

winning. 

Since he was not going to lose, he could casually state the contents of the bet, no matter how bad it 

was. 

since you’re all satisfied with the bet, let’s start! 

Chen Xiaobei had everything planned out. 

The reason why they made this bet was to keep the five old men from activating the battle formation 

immediately. Secondly, it was to secretly make preparations to break out of the situation. 

Chen Xiaobei might have been talking non-stop, but he had been secretly doing something. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out three special talismans and held them in his hand. He smiled and said, ” give me 

ten seconds. I will let you know that your array is useless in front of me! 
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 “What kind of talisman is that?” 

The five old men squinted at the talisman in Chen Xiaobei’s hand, but they did not pay much attention 

to it. 

this kid is just pretending. Those three talismans are ordinary and don’t have much destructive power. 

He’s just daydreaming if he wants to break the array! The five old men were very disdainful. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei would not explain it to them. He waved his hand and the three talismans flew 

into the air and ignited themselves, activating their hidden powers. 

“Formation! Activate!” 
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The five old men were not stupid. When they saw Chen Xiaobei make his move, they also used the five 

elements tortoiseshell to control the three million evil bone ghosts. 

whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Immediately after, the three million evil bone ghosts activated their true core strength with all their 

might and combined all their powers according to the special method of the battle formation! 

With Chen Xiaobei as the center, five-colored auspicious clouds appeared in the sky. 

Although these clouds looked beautiful, they contained the power of a divine immortal! 

If it suddenly came down, the seemingly light five elements auspicious cloud would probably become as 

heavy as the five elements mountain. 

Anyone below the heaven immortal realm would probably be crushed into meat paste in an instant, and 

even their bones would be crushed into powder. 

“You little brat! We won’t kill you. We’ll give you one minute to see how you’re going to break the 

formation! Hahaha …” 

The five old men were very confident in the Avalon of Five Elements battle formation. 

Now that the battle formation had been activated, they could attack at any time, crushing Chen Xiaobei 

and Poseidon like they were two ants. 

Because of this, the five old men were just waiting to watch a good show. They gave Chen Xiaobei a 

minute to do whatever he wanted, and they also wanted Chen Xiaobei to admit his defeat. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had just said that he would only need ten seconds to break the formation! 

Those who knew Chen Xiaobei would know that he never acted cool. If he said ten seconds, he would 

not use eleven seconds! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the time it took to say this, the three dharmic talismans that had just flown into the air suddenly 

emitted a holy and bright Buddhist light! 

Like the sun shining on the earth, the entire space was lit up in an instant! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

At the same time, the three million evil bone ghosts around him were all illuminated by the Buddhist 

light and black smoke began to emerge from their bodies! 

“Ow…Ow… Ow … Roar …” 

Ghostly wails and demonic howls burst out from the mouths of the evil bone ghosts. The sound was 

sorrowful and desolate, and just listening to it made one’s scalp go numb and shudder! 

“What … What is going on?” 



The five old men turned pale with fright. They had never expected that the three seemingly ordinary 

talismans would actually cause such great damage to the evil bone demon. 

“That kid is too sinister! He doesn’t plan to break the formation head-on. Instead, he’s planning to take 

drastic measures and make the evil bone ghosts lose their combat power!” 

Old man Jin reacted quickly and immediately roared, ” “Hurry up! He immediately activated the power 

of the battle formation and crushed that kid to death! The three million evil bone ghosts are our trump 

card. We can’t let them be destroyed by that kid!” 

The five old men had realized the severity of the situation. They activated the five elements tortoiseshell 

in their hands, intending to go back on their word and crush Chen Xiaobei. 

Seeing this scene, even Poseidon, who had been silent all this time, could not help but curse, ” “You five 

old farts! He was simply shameless! I said I’d give you one minute, but you guys took action earlier!” 

“We’re taking action in advance! How was it? If you’re not convinced, then bite us!” Those five old men 

were really shameless. They were so righteous and arrogant. 

However, what happened next shattered their shamelessness. Even if they went back on their word, 

they could not defeat Chen Xiaobei! 

“Hu … Ha … Hu ha …” 

The three million evil bone ghosts around him stopped emitting black smoke, and their painful howls 

also stopped. 

The ghost eyes that were originally empty and emotionless, filled with endless killing intent, all fell into 

confusion and doubt. 

From this, it could be seen that the evil thoughts and murderous aura in their bodies had been washed 

away. Their Lost Hearts had also been found back, and they could already think on their own. 

This also meant that they would no longer be under the control of those five old men. 

“Whoosh …” 

With that, Chen Xiaobei did not even need to break the formation. The three million evil bone ghosts 

were confident that they would be able to destroy the Avalon of Five Elements without even having to 

attack. 

“H-how is this possible? That kid has converted all the evil bone ghosts?” 

The five old men felt as if they had been electrocuted. Their scalps went numb and their bodies 

trembled as if they had seen a ghost. They could not believe their eyes. 

The three talismans enlightened three million evil spirits. 

This kind of thing had far exceeded their understanding. 

Even if they searched through Ping Sheng’s memories, they had never seen or heard of such a scene. 



Even Poseidon was dumbfounded. His three views had been refreshed 10000 times. He even began to 

wonder if Chen Xiaobei was a human or a God. It was simply unbelievable! 

That’s right! 

Those three talismans were the ones that Chen Xiaobei had secretly exchanged for with the merit book 

when he was betting with the five old men. They were the heart returning talismans! 

This kind of celestial talisman had the power of Buddha to save all living beings. It could wash away the 

evilness of evil ghosts and return them to their original hearts. They would then have a chance to fall 

into the underworld and reincarnate! 

Each talisman cost a million merit points, so three talismans would cost him a total of three million merit 

points. 

After the exchange, Chen Xiaobei’s current merit points became 88.467 billion. It was just a drop in the 

bucket. 

[ding! Resolve evil and do good: you have received 3000000 merit points!] 

[your current merit points are 88.47 billion.(Charm: 8.84 billion, luck: 8.84 billion! 

But then, Chen Xiaobei received the Three Realms merit points from the heavenly axiom, which meant 

that he got the three talismans for free. 

This meant that he had cracked the Avalon of Five Elements battle formation without paying any price. 

This was simply exhilarating. 

this is bad … The evil bone ghosts have completely gone out of control … The Avalon of Five Elements 

battle formation can no longer be assembled … 

The five old men were shocked and worried. 

“Don’t panic! Don’t panic!” 

Old man Jin composed himself and said,”in the past, these evil ghosts were our allies!” As long as we 

communicate properly, they will definitely stand on our side!” 

At the same time, the surrounding evil bone Yin ghosts started to recall what had happened that year. 

Just as old man Jin had said, the three million Yin ghosts were the Allies of the five old men. 

They had a special relationship. 

“Shit …” 

Looking at the scene in front of him, Poseidon could not help but cry out, ” “If these Yin ghosts form an 

alliance with the five old men, they will still form a battle formation to kill us …” 

“You’re thinking too much!” 

“From now on, these Yin ghosts will listen to my orders!” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 

how … How is this possible?! Poseidon was stunned. 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3176 

3176 The truth of history 

“Listen to your orders? Hmph! You’re a true poser!” 

“Why don’t you ask what’s the relationship between us and the rotten bone clan?” old man Jin said with 

disdain. 

“I was just about to ask! What is the relationship between you two?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“I’m not afraid to tell you the truth!” 

“Back then, the evil bone demon race was exterminated, and the enemy massacred the entire race 

regardless of gender or age! Cut off their flesh, dig out their bones, and exterminate their souls. We 

must exterminate this race!” 

“If our ancestor had not agreed to take them in, these three million evil bone Yin ghosts would have no 

way to escape. They would have been killed by the enemy!” Old man Jin said in a deep voice. 

because of this, our ancestor is not only an ally of these three million evil bone Yin ghosts, but also their 

Savior! 

Hearing this, the three million evil bone Yin ghosts all nodded their heads in agreement. 

“Well said! Back then, we were brutally massacred by the enemy! The enemy didn’t even let go of our 

spirits and continued to pursue us! Fortunately,’patriarch shield mountain’ took us in and allowed us to 

hide in the endless Dead Sea. This is the last of our evil bone demon race’s incense!” 

“Come to think of it, not only do we have to thank patriarch shield mountain, but we also have to thank 

Mr. Fu! If it wasn’t for Mr. Fu’s help, we wouldn’t have been able to escape here!” 

“Yup! It’s all thanks to Mr. Fu and ancestor shield mountain that we’re still alive! They are our great 

benefactors …” 

Those who didn’t know the truth would definitely think that Mr. Fu and ancestor shield mountain were 

good people! He might even be a great philanthropist worthy of merit rewards! 

That was what Poseidon thought. it’s over. These three million demons are not only the Allies of the five 

old men, but they also owe us a big favor for saving their lives. They will definitely form a battle 

formation to kill us. I didn’t expect that after so much effort, we would still die in the end. 

At the same time, the five old men started to show off arrogantly again. 

“You little brat! What else do you have to say?” 

Old Huo looked at Chen Xiaobei with a sneer and said, ” no matter how much you scheme, it’s just a 

waste of energy. With a word from us, the Avalon of Five Elements battle formation will re-establish. We 

can kill you in the blink of an eye! 

“In this world, the strong are respected, and strength is Supreme!” 
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Old Shui sneered,”even if you won the bet, the absolute power is in our hands!” As long as we want to, 

we can kill you at any time! The bet just now was like a fart, it was completely meaningless!” 

Old man tu and old man mu were even more ruthless.”Brat, if you kneel down and kowtow now, we can 

let you die an easier death! Otherwise, we’ll make you beg for death!” 

Old man Jin weighed the Golden tortoiseshell in his hand and sneered,”Brat, I’ll give you ten more 

seconds! If you don’t kneel and kowtow, you will definitely taste the most extreme pain, and you might 

even regret being born into this world!” 

Without a doubt, these five old men were extremely shameless. 

When they were betting with Chen Xiaobei just now, they all swore that if Chen Xiaobei won, they 

would agree to any of his requests, even if it meant losing their lives. 

However, no matter how much they cheated, they could not beat Chen Xiaobei. He had completely lost 

the bet just now. 

But now, not only did they not want to admit it, they even threatened Chen Xiaobei to kneel and 

kowtow. 

Chen Xiaobei had seen many shameless people, but he had never seen one as shameless as this. 

Even Poseidon couldn’t stand it anymore. He had already cursed her for being shameless 32000 times in 

his heart. 

Of course, Poseidon only dared to curse in his heart. He did not even dare to let out a fart. 

In Poseidon’s eyes, the five old men still controlled the three million evil bone Yin ghosts, which meant 

that they had the power to decide the life and death of the scene. 

As for what Chen Xiaobei had just said, the three million evil bone Yin ghosts would listen to his 

command! 

Poseidon didn’t even believe a single punctuation mark in this kind of nonsense. 

In Poseidon’s heart, he had already made up his mind that if Chen Xiaobei was killed, the first thing he 

would do was to kneel down and beg for mercy from the five old men. He would abandon all his dignity 

and pride and only beg for his life. 

“Ten seconds are up! It seems that you’re really tired of living!” 

Old man Jin squinted his eyes and shouted,”My fellow evil bone demon allies! These two intruders were 

so stubborn that there was no need for them to continue living! Please form the Avalon of Five Elements 

battle formation and kill them all!” 

hiss … Poseidon could not help but gasp as if he had heard the death God’s judgment. He was so 

nervous that his heart was about to fly out of his throat. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm. Begging for mercy was impossible. There was not even a trace 

of fear in his eyes. 



He didn’t Dodge, he didn’t Dodge, he didn’t resist! 

Chen Xiaobei was acting as if the attack was not the Avalon of Five Elements battle formation, but child’s 

play. 

“That kid isn’t scared silly, is he? Why was there no reaction at all? You’re already at death’s door, yet 

you’re still standing there and giggling?” 

The five old men were dumbfounded. They could not understand why Chen Xiaobei would have such an 

attitude. 

However, the next moment, the situation became extremely awkward! 

“Uh … Jin! What is this Avalon of five elements battle formation you speak of? We don’t even know how 

to assemble …” 

“Elder Jin, are you mistaken? We’ve never even heard of the “Avalon of five elements battle formation.” 

How are we supposed to assemble?” 

“Where’s patriarch shield mountain? If you ask him to help, he can easily kill these two people. Why do 

you need us to help?” 

Obviously, becoming an evil ghost meant losing one’s original heart. 

Therefore, these three million evil bone Yin ghosts could not remember anything that had happened 

after they had become evil ghosts. 

It was precisely because of this that they had no idea how to assemble the Avalon of Five Elements 

battle formation. 

Moreover, they were supposed to be under the protection of patriarch shield mountain. He didn’t want 

to protect him. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had already anticipated this. That was why he was so calm, not dodging, not 

dodging, and not retaliating. 

“Five jokers! Have you all gone senile?” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “The three million spirit souls in front of you are no longer the evil ghosts that you 

have trained, but evil bone Yin ghosts that have regained their original hearts! The truth of history will 

be revealed by me! They will know everything!” 

“What history! What truth?” 

The five old men seemed to have been touched on their sore spot, and they became excited.”You little 

brat! Don’t talk nonsense! Otherwise, we’ll fight you to the death!” 

“What history? What truth?” 

The surrounding three million evil bone Yin ghosts were also excited.”Young man! What do you know? 

Hurry up and tell us!” 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3177 

3177 Show the evidence 

Chen Xiaobei’s simple words made the atmosphere tense up. 

The five old men looked as if they had done something wrong. They were worried that Chen Xiaobei 

would really say something that would harm them. 

The three million evil bone Yin ghosts were all curious and eager to know what Chen Xiaobei was going 

to say. 

That was because they only remembered the hatred of being massacred. However, they could not 

remember anything after they turned into evil spirits. 

Who was the enemy? Has the great enmity been avenged? And why did he turn into an evil ghost? 

They had no memory of these things, so they were all eager to know the truth. 

“Back then, the one who massacred the evil bone demon race was none other than that Mr. Fu you all 

speak of! Xu Fu! There are also accomplices from six different sides: Tianji city, Jade virtual Palace, 

Xuanyuan family, gods ‘Palace, heavenly Yin Hall, and blood Moon sect!” 

Chen Xiaobei revealed the truth to the public. 

“You little brat! What nonsense are you talking about! Believe it or not, I’ll kill you!” 

Old Huo was like a wild boar that had been stabbed in the ass. He jumped up in anger and wanted to 

rush over and kill Chen. 

“Fourth bro! Please calm down!” 

Old Jin quickly pulled old Huo back and said in a low voice, ” “That kid can say that, but he definitely 

can’t produce any evidence! Your agitation only proves that we have a guilty conscience!” 

I understand … old Huo calmed himself down and suppressed his anger. He only glared at Chen Xiaobei. 

It had to be said that old Jin was quite smart. His judgment of the situation was very accurate. 

The three million evil bone Yin ghosts did not believe Chen Xiaobei so easily. 

“You little brat! Mr. Fu is our Savior! You’re actually saying that he’s the culprit? Is there a hole in your 

brain?” 

“Without Mr. Fu’s help, we wouldn’t have been able to survive with these three million remnant souls! 

Mr. Fu killed us and then saved us. This is illogical and self-contradictory!” 

“This stinky brat is indeed an invader with unfathomable motives. He actually wants to sow discord 

between us and Mr. Fu. Everyone, let’s attack together and let him know the consequences of 

slandering Mr. Fu!” 
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It was clear that in the minds of the three million evil bone Yin ghosts, Xu Fu was their benefactor, and 

Chen Xiaobei was just a stranger. 

Because of this, unless Chen Xiaobei could produce strong evidence, these evil bone Yin ghosts would 

only trust their benefactors and not a stranger. 

The five old men couldn’t help but laugh at the scene. 

Old Huo gave him a thumbs up and praised him in a low voice, ” “Big brother’s foresight is indeed godly. 

These Yin ghosts won’t believe that kid at all! In order to repay Mr. Fu’s ‘kindness’, they might even kill 

the kid! We don’t even need to do anything!” 

“Unless that brat can produce evidence, pointing out Mr. Fu is the same as shooting himself in the foot!” 

Old man Jin laughed. We’ll just watch the show!” 

But just as the five old men were sneering coldly, ready to watch a good show, Chen Xiaobei’s shocking 

words changed the atmosphere! 

I’m not a fool. How could I spout nonsense without evidence? ” 

Chen Xiaobei was very calm. Everything was under his control. He was not afraid of the three million evil 

bone Yin ghosts at all. 

“What? You actually have evidence?” 

Just this sentence made everyone’s minds explode! 

The five old men immediately became nervous. Their pupils even shrank, and their hearts beat wildly. 

They could no longer remain calm. 

The three million evil bone Yin ghosts were all shocked. Not only did they not attack Chen Xiaobei, but 

they all kept quiet, their eyes wide and ears perked up, waiting for the evidence that Chen Xiaobei was 

going to present. 

Without a doubt, having evidence and not having evidence were two completely different situations. 

If there was no evidence, Chen Xiaobei would be lying, slandering, and trying to sow discord. No one 

would believe him! 

But if there was evidence, every word that Chen Xiaobei said would be the truth, and everyone would 

have to believe him! 

“Big brother … What should we do now?” Old Huo asked nervously. 

“I can’t take it anymore! Let’s kill him together!” 

Old man Jin’s eyes narrowed and he said with a murderous look, ” “I’m not afraid of ten thousand, but 

I’m afraid that he can really produce evidence! When that time comes, three million evil bone Yin ghosts 

will betray us, and that will be a huge problem for us!” 

“Good! Let’s go all out! We must kill him in one strike!” All the old men immediately came to a 

consensus. The five elements tortoiseshell in their hands gradually activated its mysterious power. 



“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!” 

In the next moment, the five elements tortoiseshell suddenly flew out. 

Judging from the spiritual fluctuations, the five tortoiseshells were actually three-star celestial immortal 

items. 

However, in terms of strength and speed, the five tortoiseshells only had the power of a peak earth-god 

instrument. 

This was similar to the Dragon’s edge. 

The spirit bone of the demonic Black Dragon was a high-grade divine item, but the demonic Dragon’s 

tribulation was only a one-star heaven immortal artifact for the time being. 

In other words, even though the quality of the magic treasure itself was very high, its power was limited 

by the level of the magic treasure. 

He had to upgrade his magic treasure to become more powerful. 

However, even if it was only a peak earth-god instrument, it was definitely a first-class existence in the 

earth-god World! 

“Master! Hurry up! Take out your heaven immortal artifact! Otherwise, we’ll be dead!” 

Poseidon was so scared that he screamed. 

This guy was only a mid-stage nine-star earth immortal, and he couldn’t even block a turtle shell. 

When he saw the five tortoiseshells charging at him, he was instantly scared out of his wits. 

This was because, apart from the power of a magic treasure, the material of these five tortoiseshells 

could also increase their strength. 

Therefore, in Poseidon’s opinion, only a heaven-immortal instrument could withstand five tortoiseshells 

at the same time. Even five peak earth-god instruments of the same level would not be able to 

withstand it. 

At the same time, the five old men all revealed confident and sinister smiles. 

Obviously, most of the people, including the five old men, probably had the same idea as Poseidon. 

Unless Chen Xiaobei could take out a heaven-immortal instrument, he would not be able to defend 

himself against the five elements tortoiseshell. 

However, everyone had underestimated Chen Xiaobei. 

“Whoosh …” 

A dark and Holy spiritual light shot out from Chen Xiaobei’s dantian and formed a unique being in the 

Three Realms! 

The four-winged Buddhist demon avatar! 



“Ta! Peak! Feng!” 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: peak stage of soul transformation ] Year 614210, physique: 333.3 

billion, combat power: 333.3 billion, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

This Dharmakaya originally had the defensive power of a peak earth-god, and after using stepping on 

the peak, it was endowed with the offensive power of a peak earth-god! 

Chen Xiaobei was going to suppress the five elements tortoiseshell on his own. 

At the same time, it also presented the most powerful evidence! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3178: overwhelming suppression 

 “Shatter the mountains and rivers!” 

The four-winged Buddhist demon body suddenly rushed out. With a flip of his hand, he blasted out a 

stream of water ethereal force that was like a long river. 

In terms of power, this stream of water ethereal force was already at the peak of the earth-god level. 

With the support of the shattered mountains and rivers, its lethality instantly increased greatly. 

In terms of quality, Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya had devoured the bones of evil bones ancestral Demon 

King, which was a nine-star heavenly immortal. It was far better than the three-star heavenly immortal 

tortoiseshell. 

In terms of attributes, water countered fire and had an innate advantage. Even if they were at the same 

level, water could have an overwhelming advantage. 

“Bang!” 

With a muffled sound, the water attribute vital essence of the four-winged Buddhist fiend’s body 

suddenly collided with the fire tortoiseshell. 

There was no suspense in the result. 

The fire tortoiseshell had no resistance at all and was completely suppressed by the water vital essence. 

Even old Huo was unable to forcefully retract the fire tortoiseshell. He said in anger and anxiety, ” 

“We’ve all underestimated that kid’s cultivation! Moreover, he just so happens to cultivate water 

attribute Zhen Yuan, which completely restrains me …” 

“Fourth brother, don’t worry! Water subdued fire! Earth conquers water! I’ll help you take back your 

life-bound magic weapon!” 

The earth old man laughed complacently and suddenly activated the strongest true essence in his body, 

adding all of it to the earth tortoiseshell. that kid won for a while using the five elements to counter 

each other. I’ll let him know what the true five elements counter each other is! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

It was obvious that the old man had already given it his all. 
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The earth tortoiseshell exploded with a vast aura like a mountain and a desert. Dark yellow ethereal 

force rolled out and crushed toward Chen Xiaobei. 

“It’s over … We’re done for …” 

Seeing this, Poseidon suddenly wailed, ” master’s water ethereal force is completely countered by the 

enemy. Even if master doesn’t lose, he’ll be severely injured. He’s doomed to die! 

Chen Xiaobei had won the battle using the law of the five elements. Now, the enemy was using the 

same method to deal with Chen Xiaobei! In the eyes of ordinary people, Chen Xiaobei would be 

suppressed and eventually defeated! 

“Who said that earth conquers water and I will definitely lose?” 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, looked relaxed and said, ” “If it’s a flood or sand, it’s meaningless no 

matter how strong the restraint is!” 

“Shatter! A mountain! The river!” 

attack! Chen Xiaobei roared, and the four-winged Buddhist demon attacked again. 

This time, what was blasted out was still pure water attribute true Qi. 

However, on the basis of the power of true essence, there were the addition of the mountain and river 

shatter, the primordial Witch King combat enhancement divine technique, the four-phase killing Xuan 

formation, and the ten thousand beast Star Battle technique. In total, there were four levels of strength 

enhancement! 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, even though earth was the natural counter to water, if the earth was just 

a grain of sand, then the water would be a flood! Under such circumstances, even if the five elements 

could restrain one another, it was destined to be of no damn use! 

“BOOM!” 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei’s water ethereal force did not give the earth tortoiseshell any chance to fight 

back. In the blink of an eye, it was completely suppressed. 

Just like old Huo, the earth old man could not take back the earth tortoiseshell no matter how hard he 

tried. 

how … How is this possible?! 

Seeing this scene, all the people and ghosts around were dumbfounded. 

Wasn’t it said that earth countered water? 

Why did it become water subduing earth? 

This was too heaven-defying! There was no way to play! 

The old man’s face was smashed, and even Poseidon’s face was red with embarrassment. 

They all thought that Chen Xiaobei could not do it, so Chen Xiaobei used his actions to slap their faces! 



One word, awesome! 

we still have three tortoiseshells left. We must win in one strike! 

At the same time, the five old men had already felt a strong sense of danger, and they no longer dared 

to underestimate their enemy. 

“Although that kid’s power is strange, he’s only a peak earth immortal after all! We still have three peak-

level earth-god instruments. We’ll defeat him with numbers!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei’s strength had been enhanced multiple times. He was invincible against those 

of the same level. 

However, if they didn’t fight one on one, they might be able to gain a certain advantage if they were 

surrounded by more enemies of the same level. 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!” 

With that thought in mind, the remaining tortoiseshells of water, gold, and wood were all boosted with 

their maximum ethereal force. They did not hold back at all and exploded with their most powerful 

force, hoping to overpower Chen Xiaobei in one blow. 

master … Poseidon looked at Chen Xiaobei. Although he was very worried, his face was already hurting 

from the slap. He did not dare to say anything more. 

I admit that the advantage of numbers can indeed make up for the gap in strength! 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and laughed, ” “If you can take out 300 tortoiseshells of the same level, you 

might be able to suppress me! Just three? Heh, you’re not even enough to fill the gaps between my 

teeth!” 

“Shatter the mountains and rivers!” 

The four-winged Buddhist demon once again shot out a beam of water ethereal force, and just like 

before, it had four additional layers of power. 

“Isn’t this the same as before?” 

Seeing this, the five old men couldn’t help but sneer, ” although your strength is invincible in a one-on-

one fight, it’s far from enough to take on three people at the same level! 

it’s over … Poseidon wailed. His eyes were filled with despair again. 

“The five elements great Dao!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei growled. 

In an instant, an extremely mysterious power was added to the water ethereal force. 

That’s right! 

This was the way of the Golden core that Chen Xiaobei had learned when he was still in the Golden core 

stage! 



“Whoosh …” 

Water begets wood, wood begets fire, fire begets earth, earth begets metal, and metal begets water! 

The power of the five elements completed a small cycle in an instant. They complemented each other 

and helped each other grow! 

It was like the waves in the ocean, endless and repeated, the waves behind pushing the waves in front, 

causing each wave to be stronger than the previous! 

Just this simple little cycle had increased the power of the water true essence by five levels! Combined 

with the previous four levels, it was a total of nine levels of enhancement! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

It was as if the river outside the sky was rolling down, shaking the heavens and earth! 

Not to mention three tortoiseshells, even if there were 30 more, it would still be useless! 

This was because the difference in strength had been widened by a huge margin. Without 300 

tortoiseshells, one would not be qualified to fight Chen Xiaobei! 

Absolute power! 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!” 

In the blink of an eye, the three tortoiseshells that came after him were directly bombarded and killed. 

Then, they were firmly suppressed. 

All five tortoiseshells were now in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

No matter how hard the five old men tried, they couldn’t retrieve any of the tortoiseshells. 

“My God … My master … You’re a god …” 

Seeing this, Poseidon let out a heartfelt sigh. He even felt an unprecedented respect for Chen Xiaobei. 

At this point, the five old men had no other choice but to seek help.”Friends from the rotten bone tribe! 

Why are you guys still in a daze! Hurry up and attack! We’re allies! Are you guys going to leave him to 

die?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3179 

3179 A perfect scheme 

There was no doubt that the five old men could no longer be defeated by their own abilities. The only 

way was to seek help from the three million evil bone Yin ghosts around them. 

If the three million evil bone Yin ghosts were willing to help, they might have a chance to defeat Chen 

Xiaobei and save the situation. 

Poseidon was extremely worried about this. 
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Although Poseidon had witnessed Chen Xiaobei’s strength with his own eyes, other than being afraid of 

Chen Xiaobei, he also had a sense of respect for him. 

But if three million evil bone Yin ghosts attacked Chen Xiaobei together, they would have the combat 

power of a divine immortal! 

No matter how strong Chen Xiaobei was, he was still a peak earth-god! 

The difference of a major realm, the difference between a human and an immortal, was absolutely 

unstoppable! 

If Chen Xiaobei was defeated, all his previous efforts would be in vain. He might even be humiliated and 

tortured by the five old men. 

Because of this, Poseidon once again fell into uncontrollable worry. 

“Friends of the rotten bone tribe … Hurry up … What’s wrong? What are you all doing there?” 

However, what Poseidon was worried about did not happen. 

The five old men shouted hysterically, but the three million evil bone Yin ghosts around them seemed to 

have been petrified. All of them were stunned on the spot, not moving at all. 

“Five old jokers, save your energy!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” “I’ve said it before, the three million evil bone Yin ghosts around here 

will all listen to me! It’s no use even if you scream your lungs out!” 

“Impossible! This is absolutely impossible!” 

The five old men frowned and shook their heads. They would never believe Chen Xiaobei. 

“It was Mr. Fu who saved the three million evil bone Yin ghosts! It was our ancestor who took them in! 

They are our hardcore allies! I will never listen to an outsider like you!” 

Obviously, the five old men did not realize that the moment Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya left his body, 

he had already presented the most powerful evidence. 

That’s right! 

Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya was the evidence! 

In a situation where his strength was overwhelming, Chen Xiaobei could still fight with his physical body! 

The reason why he showed his avatar was that this avatar had the ability to completely turn the 

situation around! 

“Compared to me, you are the outsiders!” 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled. The four-winged Buddha’s Magic Body suddenly emitted a Black Flame. The aura 

was similar to the three million evil bone Yin ghosts. 

No! 



To be more precise, the aura of the three million evil bone Yin ghosts was very similar to the Black 

Flame! 

It could even be said that the aura of the entire evil bone demon race was completely derived from the 

black flames emitted by the four-winged Buddhist demon! 

whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

In an instant, the three million evil bone Yin ghosts knelt on the ground one after another, facing the 

four-winged Buddhist demon’s body and worshiping it! 

greetings, ancestral fiend King … Greetings, ancestral fiend King … 

“The appearance of the ancestral fiend King’s Dharmakaya will definitely give me the right guidance!” 

the ancestral fiend King is the ancestor of our entire race! He would definitely not harm us! 

“That’s right! The ancestral fiend King’s words must be the truth! We will believe it unconditionally! 

Otherwise, you’ll be betraying your faith and your race, and you’re not worthy of being a member of the 

evil bone demon race!” 

Without a doubt, after using the formless chaos celestial body to devour the evil bones ancestral Demon 

King’s bones, Chen Xiaobei’s celestial body had been demonized, and he could now emit the evil bones 

ancestral Demon King’s aura. 

Back then, when they were still in the demonic ruin, there were already dozens of demonic skeletons 

that knelt before Chen Xiaobei. 

It was clear that this aura was the aura of a Supreme King within the evil bone demon race. 

If even the sky demons had to kneel down, how could the three million evil bone Yin ghosts not? 

This meant that they had absolute trust in Chen Xiaobei. 

Their kneeling meant that they had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei’s identity. 

In their eyes, even if Chen Xiaobei was not the evil bones ancestral Demon King, he was at least the 

symbol and embodiment of the evil bones ancestral Demon King! 

In their hearts, Chen Xiaobei was their absolute faith! 

Unless their faith crumbled, they would trust Chen Xiaobei unconditionally. It was like how believers 

believed in God! 

On one side was the ancestral fiend King’s incarnation, and on the other side were five non-human old 

men. There was no need to say who was the relative and who was the outsider! 

“Master … You’re a god …” 

Poseidon finally straightened his back. He was no longer afraid. His face was full of pride for Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“It’s over … It’s completely over …” 



The roles were reversed. This time, it was the five old men’s turn to wail in despair. 

The magic treasure was suppressed, and all three million evil bone Yin ghosts changed sides. 

Just a moment ago, they thought that they had many ways to deal with Chen Xiaobei. At this moment, 

they were like fish on the chopping board, waiting to be slaughtered by Chen Xiaobei. 

Their hearts were clenched in fear. They finally understood the details of Chen Xiaobei’s plan from the 

beginning. 

He had made a fake bet to exchange for a heart-returning talisman to cleanse the evil thoughts and 

restore the evil bone Yin ghosts ‘original hearts. 

He revealed his avatar and used the aura of the evil bone ancestral Demon King to gain the trust of the 

evil bone ghosts. 

With a single thought from Chen Xiaobei, the three million evil bone Yin ghosts would turn against him 

and kill the five old men. 

Chen Xiaobei had been in control of the entire plan from the very beginning. 

“Run … Quickly run …” 

Old man Jin saw that the situation was hopeless and immediately shouted, even though we can’t do 

anything, we’ll be safe as long as we can escape to the ancestor … 

As soon as he said that, the five old men no longer hesitated. They even abandoned their magical 

treasures and turned to run. 

However, since Chen Xiaobei had everything under control, he had expected them to run away. 

“Ling jiuxiao!” 

The four-winged Buddhist demon’s avatar flashed out suddenly. Coupled with an even faster speed, it 

caught up with old man Jin in the blink of an eye. 

It was not just his speed, but his strength as well. He could crush the five old men. 

“Bang!” 

A burst of vital essence suddenly hit old man Jin’s sea of Qi dantian. The old man’s body exploded and 

his nascent soul was severely injured. He fell to the ground like a kite with a broken string. 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!” 

The other four old men were not spared either. Their nascent souls were all injured by Chen Xiaobei’s 

invincible combat power. They could no longer fight, and they even lost the ability to escape. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei kept the five elements tortoiseshell into his infinite space ring and used his 

nascent soul to seal the nascent souls of the five old men. 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the three million evil bone Yin ghosts and said, ” “Do you have any questions? He 

could ask them all! If I lie, I’ll be struck by lightning and die a horrible death!” 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3180: expose the lie 

Chen Xiaobei had already shown the evil bone ancestral Demon King’s body and gained the 

unconditional trust of the three million evil bone Yin ghosts. 

But there were some things that it was better to make clear. 

Only by letting all the evil bone Yin ghosts know the truth of history could they be at ease and know who 

their enemy was! How could he take revenge? 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei had many things he wanted to ask these evil bone Yin ghosts. 

This was directly related to the safety of the Emperor River and whether Chen Xiaobei could break the 

seal and escape from the endless Dead Sea. 

Your Majesty ancestral Demon King … You just said that Mr. Fu was the main culprit who led his men to 

exterminate my clan back then. What exactly is going on? ” 

The hearts of the three million evil bone Yin ghosts were filled with questions, and they couldn’t wait to 

ask. 

Xu Fu’s goal should be to seize the mysterious bone armor from you and use it to forge some special 

magical treasures! 

yes! Chen Xiaobei said, ” I’ve already captured the Grandmaster of heavenly Yin, Zhu tianzong, who was 

involved in the massacre! He had personally admitted to their evil deeds back then and pointed out that 

Xu Fu was the mastermind behind the scenes! This is a witness!” 

“Apart from that, I also have the skull of the evil bone demon clan’s leader! I’ve deciphered the 

information left in the skull! Before your clan leader died, he bit the enemy and imprinted the enemy’s 

blood into his skull!” 

“As long as you use the enemy’s blood sacrifice skull, it will bring about special changes and unlock the 

treasure vault in the demonic remains! I’ve already gone to that treasure vault and obtained your evil 

bone ancestral Demon King’s inheritance!” 

“Because of this, I’ve already regarded you as my own people! That’s why I’m helping you, not killing 

you! As for your great enmity, I can guarantee that I will personally take revenge! That’s because Xu Fu 

and I have an irreconcilable enmity!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had Zhu tianzong as a witness and the skull of the rotten bones tribe’s leader as 

evidence. 

As long as he could kill Xu Fu and use his blood on the Oracle’s skull, he would be able to prove that 

everything Chen Xiaobei had said was true. 

Hearing this, the five old men’s faces turned extremely ugly. 

It was obvious that they knew the truth, and it was exactly as Chen Xiaobei had said. 
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Once this secret was revealed, the three million evil bone Yin ghost generals would completely break off 

their relationship with Xu Fu, and even more so with the five old men. 

“The witnesses and evidence are here! His Majesty, the ancestral fiend King, would never lie to us!” 

As expected, all three million evil bone Yin ghosts chose to believe in Chen Xiaobei.”In the past few 

years, it was Xu Fu, Dun Shan, and these five old thieves who deceived us! He used us!” 

“No! Don’t believe this kid’s nonsense!” 

The five old men shrieked, still trying to put up one last stubborn resistance.”If Mr. Fu had exterminated 

your entire clan, why would he leave behind three million of your remnant souls? This doesn’t make any 

sense!” 

“What’s wrong with that?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face turned cold and said, ” “Xu Fu led his men to exterminate the entire rotten bone 

tribe! Not a single one of the old, weak, women, and children were spared! Not only did he kill them, 

but he even cut their flesh and dug out their bones! He’s simply insane and even worse than an animal!” 

“Such a heinous sin is enough to provoke the wrath of the heavens and the resentment of men! Xu Fu 

was afraid of being punished by the heavens, so he had no choice but to hold back and protect the three 

million souls! This will slightly reduce my sin!” 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei had pointed out Xu Fu’s true intentions. 

The five old men’s hearts trembled, and their expressions became even more desperate. 

But old man Jin still shamelessly said, ” “You have no evidence! It was just a wild guess! I can’t convince 

anyone at all!” 

“Evidence?” 

hehe … Chen Xiaobei laughed. your lies are full of holes! There’s evidence everywhere! 

“This …” 

The five old men were stunned. 

The three million evil bone Yin ghosts around them perked up their ears, waiting to hear how Chen 

Xiaobei would expose the enemy’s lies. 

“First of all, since Xu Fu had the intention to save them, he should have let them reincarnate after saving 

the three million ghosts! This is what you call a merit!” 

but … Chen Xiaobei said, ” not only did Xu Fu not let the yin ghosts reincarnate, he even sent them all 

into this isolated space that they can not leave! 

“This is enough to show that Xu Fu has a guilty conscience! He’s afraid that some Yin ghosts won’t be 

willing to reincarnate, and after they find out the truth in the human world, they’ll reveal Xu Fu’s sins to 

the public, and even think of ways to seek revenge!” 



“However, as long as the yin ghosts are sent into the endless Dead Sea, they will be imprisoned forever! 

The yin ghosts will lose the chance to find out the truth and can’t go out for revenge. This way, Xu Fu will 

be able to rest easy!” 

As soon as he said that, the five old men’s expressions changed again. 

Chen Xiaobei’s speculation was correct once again. 

“Secondly, how did the three million Yin ghosts suddenly become evil ghosts? Furthermore, it was an 

evil spirit that was controlled by someone! This is obviously not a coincidence, but Xu Fu’s careful plan!” 

I met 10000 evil bone Berserkers in the spirit condensing dimension. They were controlled by someone 

and they went to kill the spirit condensing fairy! 

“Regarding this matter, I have Bai Qi’s God slaying sword in my hands. I can confirm that Bai Qi and the 

spirit condensation fairy have a close relationship, and only the spirit condensation fairy knows Bai Qi’s 

whereabouts!” 

“So, the person controlling those evil bone Berserker ghosts is Xu Fu! He wants to find out where Bai Qi 

is from fairy Ling ning!” 

“After the incident, the remaining 9999 evil bone Berserker ghosts all hid in the endless Dead Sea! This 

further proves that Xu Fu is the one controlling them from behind the scenes!” 

“Because, other than Xu Fu, no one knew that the other evil bone Yin ghosts were also in the endless 

Dead Sea! Moreover, Xu Fu will only be at ease when all the evil ghosts are imprisoned in the endless 

Dead Sea!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and looked at the five old men. here’s the question. If Xu Fu is the 

benefactor who saved the 3000000 evil bone Yin ghosts, why would he control the evil bone Berserker? 

This isn’t saving him, but making use of him!” 

this … when the five old men heard this, they were all speechless and unable to refute. 

This was enough to prove that Chen Xiaobei’s deduction had once again revealed the truth. 

“Since you have nothing to say, then prove that I’m right! It was Xu Fu who used an evil technique to 

turn the evil bone Yin ghost into an evil ghost and then completely controlled it!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” therefore, not only is Xu Fu not the evil bone clan’s benefactor, he is also the 

nemesis who massacred and plotted to make use of the evil bone clan! 

As soon as he said that, everyone was furious! 


